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Abstract
While the vast majority of information technologies are designed for younger audiences, recently more attention has been given to home-based applications that can help older adults "age in place". These designs focus on monitoring and providing support for elders while simultaneously providing caregivers the information needed to keep the elder safe. Relatively little attention has been given to the many ethical issues surrounding these types of pervasive technology. In this paper, we discuss the development of a privacy framework for design that we derived from the literature for the development of home-based computing for seniors. Using data from focus groups with over 60 elders, we address how the needs of elders, the perception of technology as a potential solution for aging in place, and the concept of privacy differ across the prototypes as well as between the researchers and the elders. We refine the framework to reflect the concerns and feedback of our research participants and then examine implications for the design of privacy-sensitive technologies for seniors.
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1 Introduction

Research on privacy from the security community has reasonably assumed there exists a demand for privacy, that privacy is an instrumental value, and that what actually constitutes privacy varies within the population and across contexts. Building upon this foundation, user-centered privacy mechanisms are built upon an assumption of individual privacy preferences. For example, the Platform for Privacy Preference (P3P) protocol enables server-side standards that can be easily and automatically interpreted and customized by the user and assume a single privacy rating of dimension [1, 2]. Other often-used approaches have used similar models to create typologies of orientations to privacy [3]. However, most of these approaches have not proved sufficient for predicting privacy concerns or privacy behavior [4,5,6], or distinguishing the very different
psychological elements of privacy elements: solitude, anonymity, reserve and isolation. Demographic variables such as age, gender, and education complicate privacy choices. As a result, there are numerous, often conflicting definitions of privacy. At its core privacy is a socially constructed value that differs significantly across environments and age cohorts of individuals. Yet knowing that this is true does not provide useful guidance to designers of information and communications technologies.

Our specific research domain is building privacy-aware ubiquitous computing for elders. There is a great deal of research and commercial interest in developing suitable applications to help older adults “age in place” [7, 8]. A confluence of factors suggests that this is an important and growing area: increased longevity, a shrinking pool of family caregivers, the advent of inexpensive monitoring technologies, and an increasingly burdened health care system. Such technologies can be empowering to elders and their families alike, but they also pose a risk of unnecessarily stripping the elders of privacy. The time to address these risks is at the design stage of new technology, if not before.

In this paper, we describe results of our research agenda through which we have been addressing the design at the intersection of aging, pervasive or ubiquitous computing, and privacy. In the next section we describe our rationale for this focus and our initial, literature-derived framework for privacy. In Section 3, we describe the prototypes we developed and purchased in order to instantiate this framework. In Section 4, we describe both the research design and analysis. The fifth section describes the results. The final section reconsiders our initial framework in light of the empirical findings and points to our current and future work in this arena.

2 Initial Privacy Framework and Related Work

As we noted, the term privacy has numerous definitions, drawn from many disciplines and practices. We limited our choices to those we anticipated would be particularly relevant to home-based computing (and could be instantiated through prototypes), most commonly discussed, and those that other researchers had emphasized in research similar to our own, then examined these through the lens of technologies that are currently being developed for use in the home. We began with privacy as seclusion, or “the right to be left alone” [9]. A constantly “on” monitoring system in the home, for example, would violate this construct if there were no location where a person could choose to be free from monitoring (e.g., if there were a visitor). However, those locations where people would most likely wish to be “left alone” (such as a bathroom) may be those where monitoring is most needed. Another common concept we employed is privacy as autonomy. Constitutional definitions of privacy encompass autonomy and its effects. Autonomy, or the right to self-determination, is violated if a person’s activities are curtailed, or if the person perceives curtailment or fears it and thus does not engage in those activities. Home-based computing can violate privacy as autonomy if it creates a chilling effect, preventing elders from certain activities for fear of surveillance [10]. Privacy can also be perceived as property, in that it entails the right to determine the uses and dissemination of personal information [11]. The use of demographic information to enable price discrimination, for example, is a model of this dimension of privacy as pricing and property [12]. In pervasive computing environments, privacy is often constructed as a spatial construct where privacy involves establishing and respecting boundaries, both physical and virtual ones [13, 14, 15, 16]. The fifth framing, that of privacy as a form of data protection, is where data generated are subject to consent to use and correction by the individual.

We operationalized this framework in two ways: as explicit design considerations in prototypes and as scenario development for focus group questions. The goal was to illustrate these framings of privacy both through artifact development (for elders’ interaction and comments) and discussion (through extended open-ended focus group questions). In the next section, we describe the design of prototypes and selection of commercial technologies that would illustrate this framework.
3. Prototypes

We selected six commercial technologies and prototypes that allowed us to explore a wide range of implementation issues, our selected privacy constructs, and potential for usefulness with respect to aging in the home. In this section, we discuss the selection criteria for the technologies, and describe the technologies we chose in more detail.

The first selection criterion we applied was the potential usefulness of the application for our target audience. Technology acceptance models and theories indicate that perceived usefulness is the primary factor in user acceptance [16, 17]; thus, it was important to select technologies that address the different needs of elders. When looking specifically at elders, the literature identifies four major domains in which technology could support independent, active aging [18]:

1. health monitoring and maintenance:
2. personal safety:
3. activities of daily living:
4. social well-being:

Our second selection criterion centered on data collection and informational privacy. Thus, we selected technologies that collect different data types (e.g., video, audio, financial), use the data in different ways, and thus facilitate more general discussion of technology use and privacy.

Our final selection criterion was aesthetics. An unattractive object or one with an intrusive or inappropriate form factor will not be easily accepted, no matter how useful it may be. Furthermore, an unattractive form factor might reduce the ability of the focus group participants to envision the object’s usefulness in their own home. Thus, the devices we created needed to fit into the home of the average elder.

Every prototype had to address issues of data transparency. Since the integration of information technology is increasingly being embedded in everyday objects (one of the hallmarks of pervasive computing), it can lead to invisible data collection and use, a serious issue when addressing privacy concerns. Transparency, or at least the ability to be transparent, was a precondition in our choice of prototypes.

In order to cover these different areas of interest with a relatively small number of prototypes, we selected three off-the-shelf technologies and designed four specifically for this project. In the remainder of this section, we describe the four prototypes we developed in some detail, and list the off-the-shelf technologies. For each, we indicate how they fit into our selection criteria.

**Ambient Plant**: In addition to facilitating social well-being by keeping remote family members connected, the Ambient Plant can provide information about daily activities, depending on where a person places their plant in their home [19]. The prototype augments a flowerpot containing a fern with sensors and lights to facilitate awareness between remote family members. When a person is in the proximity of their plant, the remote pot conveys this activity by turning on its lights. For example, in our initial evaluation the adult child placed her plant on the desk in her home office, while the elder parents placed their plant in a sunroom next to their kitchen in which they eat their meals. When the daughter’s pot lit up, she knew her parents were most likely having a meal; while the parents could tell when their daughter was working from home.

**Mirror Motive**: The Mirror Motive is a reminder and scheduling system embedded in a mirror on the wall. From across the room, the mirror is indistinguishable from a normal household mirror. When approached, a proximity sensor triggers the display to appear on the mirror. We integrated a number of scenarios, including displaying weather information, reminders (medical and social events) and invitations to social events. Interaction with the mirror is straightforward, with an elder acknowledging a reminder or accepting/declining an event or invitation by waving a hand in front of the appropriate choice.

**Portal Monitor**: The Portal Monitor addresses physical security by providing real-time digital photo alerts to a caregiver’s cell phone whenever the doorbell rings or the front door is opened. The Portal Monitor consists of three cameras. One camera is inside facing the back of the closed door; one has a fisheye view out of door 5’5”
off the ground; and a third faces inward at the front of the closed door. The cameras are triggered either by the
doorbell or by the door opening. Upon activation the Monitor’s cameras take three pictures, two seconds apart,
and send these via the cellular network to one or more cell phones selected by the elder.

Ambient Trust Cube: The Ambient Trust Cube, shown in Figure 3, is a frosted glass cube connected to a
personal computer. When an individual accesses a particular website, the Cube provides a color indication of
the likelihood that the website is malicious. Trustworthiness is determined by a combination of white lists
maintained by trusted organizations and reputation built by the individual’s history of interaction with the site.
Effectively, the reputation system builds upon the observation that malicious sites have a short window of
efficacy before they are discovered by anti-fraud, anti-phishing, or computer security analysts [20]. Thus a new
site is considered untrustworthy unless otherwise specified on a white list while a site that has been repeatedly
visited is considered trusted (again unless otherwise specified).

In addition to video cameras in each room, we also selected three off the shelf commercial devices. The MD2
is an Internet-enabled medication dispenser. The dispenser has audio and visual notification, which continues
until the elder presses a button that causes the medicine to be dispensed. If the elder does not press the button
within a specified time, an alert can be sent to an informal caregiver and/or medical professional. MindFit is an
off-the-shelf software application marketed to promote cognitive efficacy. The user plays various games and
takes quizzes to maintain and improve mental functioning. MindFit data is sent to the company and auto-
generated feedback is sent back to the user. Lastly, Wild Divine is a biofeedback application designed to be
used to monitor and improve one’s stress levels. Sensors are placed on the fingers, allowing the user to play a
game by controlling his/her heart rate. In the table below, we summarize the Functionality, Usefulness, and
Privacy Constructs represented by each application or device:

4 Research Design

As we noted earlier, the usability of the prototypes and commercial devices, while important, were of less
immediate concern than their instantiation of the privacy framework and their potential for eliciting concerns of
privacy, security, and other ethical considerations. We began with these open-ended research questions:
• Does the privacy framework we constructed hold for developing home-based ubiquitous computing?
• Does the privacy framework express privacy concerns for older adults?
• Are those concerns consistent across different prototypes, that is, do the concerns expressed about one
  prototype map to the concerns about another?

We expected that respondents would be most able to visualize the prototypes and understand their uses if
they were displayed in a naturalistic setting. Therefore, we placed the prototypes in a real house in which the
research participants could interact with the prototypes and ask questions of researchers. Each room had a
single, functional prototype so that we could have multiple older adults interacting with different prototypes
simultaneously, without distracting each other. Participants (n=65) in the focus groups ranged in age from 60
through 85. All were mobile, healthy, and cognitively high-functioning. Most were residents of a local
retirement facility and most lived independently in cottage-style housing, but could take advantage of the central
dining facilities and social activities. A preliminary anonymous survey was administered to each member of the
group. From this survey, we learned that all of the seniors were familiar with at least some form of information
technology (computers, cell phones, etc). A small minority of the group used a medical alert bracelet or other
personal safety monitoring device; none had experience with any other monitoring or other home-based

technologies.

We split larger groups of participants into smaller groups of two to four. In these smaller groups, the
participants rotated through each room in the house where they were introduced to the prototype by a researcher,
allowed to ask questions and interact with the prototype. The conversations with the researchers were video and
audio taped for later transcription. After approximately ten minutes, they moved to the next prototype. When
the participants had seen all prototypes, we brought the whole group together to ask more explicit questions about their privacy concerns and presented them with scenarios to test the privacy framework.

With this format, we conducted several pre-tests in which we brought in three groups of four to six seniors at a time, aged 65 to 80. We used the results from the pre-test groups to refine the focus group questions, and then brought in four separate groups of 9-20 participants each. Because these groups were so large, at the end of rotating through the prototypes participants were divided into two groups for the focus group portion of the study instead of one large group.

Audio interviews of individual sessions with prototypes and concluding focus groups were transcribed. Transcripts were coded for themes that either supported or negated dimensions of the initial framework, as well as other themes related to privacy, usefulness, and functionality as they reflected our initial questions. We mapped new open codes to the existing framework if applicable to refine our initial framework.

4 Results

4.1 Reactions to Prototypes

As we had anticipated, health monitoring and physical security (i.e., how the devices could be potentially useful in those arenas) were primary concerns of older adults. Prototypes that addressed ADLs and social well-being received mixed reactions. While participants often had specific suggestions for improvements, medical reminders and the cognitive and stress reductions games were almost universally liked. Somewhat surprisingly, participants were interested in being able to compare their performance to their peers, and thus were willing to have their data aggregated with a larger group. For these prototypes, they had no concerns about where the data were stored or data sharing.

Participants reacted positively to the prototypes addressing physical security, and indeed tried to appropriate some of the other technologies to enhance personal safety. For example, the Presence Clock and Ambient Plant were designed to give subtle indications of ADLs, depending upon where they were placed in the home. While participants did not object to this use, they would much rather use the technology to detect an emergency, such as a fall. They frequently noted that the Ambient Plant and Presence Clock could be used to detect if someone had not moved for an extended period of time, and thus had perhaps fallen and could not get help.

The Ambient Plant, Presence Clock and Mirror Motive all provided participants opportunities for enhanced connection with family members and others in the community. These technologies were not perceived to be as useful as we had originally expected. Almost all participants lived in some form of community, either with a spouse or in a retirement community. Respondents told us they had little need for technology-mediated social connections when planned activities, central socializing facilities, and in-person visits and phone calls provided enough socialization for both pleasure and safety. These findings, however, may not be generalizeable to the 33% of individuals over 65 who live alone [21].

The Ambient Plant and the Presence Clock are bidirectional. That is, not only can the informal caregiver see the activity levels of their loved one, the older adult can see the activity levels of the informal caregiver. We used these prototypes to explore if the bidirectionality made the technology was more acceptable to participants. This feature provoked mixed reactions. While some participants enjoyed the reciprocal nature of these prototypes that could give them insights into their children’s lives, several were uncomfortable with asking their children to permit this and felt that they might intrude. When probed further, they admitted that while they liked the idea, they would not ask their children to use it. This suggests that there is a delicate balance of power and negotiation that must be navigated to make these prototypes useful.
4.2 Personal Data and Privacy

We initially chose our prototypes to explore different types of data being collected, with an emphasis on contrasting visible and invisible data collection. While our results clearly indicate that some older adults are more willing to allow some types of data to be collected than others, we found that our participants’ understanding of what is being collected was often incorrect. Particularly problematic were prototypes that were embedded into everyday objects (such as the Mirror Motive), and in the affordances participants naturally attributed to a particular prototype. In this subsection, we describe both the results with respect to types of data, and how incorrect perceptions influenced the participants’ concepts of privacy.

However, conceptualizing privacy as data protection only makes sense when one knows that data are being collected. Our results suggest that the concept of “data” as commonly articulated is too vague to communicate concrete impressions of what is at stake. None of the prototypes explicitly displayed the digital trail left by their use.

The Mirror Motive illustrates this lack of data transparency. Since the Mirror does not make explicit what data is being collected or how it is being used, participants did not express any concerns that this information was being stored, and possibly shared with others. However, it was clear to the participants that the MD2, the medication dispenser) may transmit compliance information to a medical provider, as a major function of the MD2 was to notify someone if a medication was missed. But even though the Mirror Motive was collecting (and possibly sharing) the same information, it was under the pretence of a reminder, not a dispenser. The participants did not understand that the same data could be collected and used even though the first-order purpose of the systems was different. In their minds, even though the Mirror Motive was obtaining information for the outside world (e.g., an invitation to go to their grandson’s soccer game), it was physically located in its entirety in their living room, and thus not sharing data with the outside world.

It would be relatively straightforward to create a digital trail and demonstrate it within the prototype (e.g., show when data is being shared with other). We are now exploring how to incorporate data transparency in existing and new prototypes [22].

There is a long-standing argument for the importance of location privacy and the importance of spatial models of privacy. Our interviews and prototypes yielded a very different result: it is the activity and not the location that is critical. The most often used locations are sensitive because of their indicators of potentially sensitive behaviors. Bedrooms are perceived as sensitive spaces because of the likelihood of sex and the vulnerability of sleep. Bathrooms are sensitive because of the privacy of personal toilet. This aligns well with concepts of contextual integrity that has been evaluated in terms of computer security [23, 24].

This finding is more generalizable for design than privacy because it identifies that the same space may be one where individuals desire active surveillance (e.g., not falling the bathroom, being safe in the park at night) or would avoid surveillance (e.g., no photographs on the toilet, not being identified during a political protest in the park)[25]. This is an important distinction to make with respect to the placement of technology and data gathering; an older adult who is concerned about physical safety might very well be willing to accept monitoring technologies in spaces others might consider sensitive, because the risk of falling in such a space (such as a bathroom) is greater for that person.

In terms of technical implications, this strongly argues that any system should integrate subject control and tuning. In no case did we find that a single privacy setting was ideal. Even with very simple low-granularity prototypes in public spaces there was a strong desire to be able to temporarily shut down the technology in some cases. In other cases, the desire was to increase the amount of data in times of perceived crisis. Technology that would be turned off during a party would be turned up after all the guests had departed for the evening.
4.3 Data Recipient

Some privacy theorists have critiqued the neat dichotomy of public/private that characterizes much of the discourse on privacy [23, 24]. Although home-based computing seems to be the *sine qua non* of private space, data flows across boundaries of walls, networks, and devices challenges that characterization. Simply put, home-based ubiquitous computing generates data about people that can then be seen, commented upon, and re-used by others. Personal data are not neutral. Focus group participants were sensitive to how data could be used and by whom, even when they were not clear on what data was being generated by the prototypes they saw. This suggests that simple role-based access controls are not sufficient (e.g., “my children can access the system”). For example, respondents were often comfortable with one particular adult child “monitoring” data flows, but not another child, because that second child was a “worrier”. Commercial uses of data (for targeted advertising, for example) were uniformly frowned upon, but academic research was considered acceptable, assuming data were aggregated and de-identified. These findings are not surprising if one accepts that all new technology has the potential to mediate and shape relations among individuals, institutions, and organizations. We exhort our colleagues as they proceed in this research space to reflect further on the specifics of power and mediation in home-based ubiquitous computing.

5 Reconsidering Our Framework

In our initial framework, we drew upon the existing literature and research to identify and operationalize key privacy metaphors for home-based computing and aging: autonomy, seclusion, data protection, protected space, and property. This framework was useful in framing initial design and testing, but as our results suggest, proved to be less effective at predicting the kinds of choices, decisions, and tradeoffs that older adults were willing to make. Our research challenged this framework because the initial framework focused closely on definitions of privacy but did not fully integrate how privacy would be determined. The other factors that we identified – usefulness of the technology, human relationships, and the nature and process of aging itself – acted in concert to contextualize privacy. In our modified framework, we interrogated our initial constructs to more fully reflect and integrate these other factors. In this section, we discuss this modified framework and an example of how we instantiated it.

Our results confirmed that the *usefulness* played a significant role in determining how individuals thought of privacy. The more useful the participants perceived a particular device or prototype to be with respect to their own lives, the more willing they were to accept wide variance in data transparency and collection and physical location of the prototype. Similarly, while *data granularity* played a role in the comfort levels of participants, it was not the only factor. For example, many participants expressed discomfort with the Ambient Plant and Presence Clock collecting and recording physical proximity. Yet these same participants were often quite happy with the Portal Monitor, which collected still photographs of the entryway. This appears to be because the cameras are pointed at a particular space (i.e., the door), and are being used for a particular, and very pertinent, reason (i.e., security). When queried about cameras in other parts of the home, participants were much less accepting. Indeed, discussion of video was often equated with feelings of imprisonment and “Big Brother”. This in turn suggested that *spatial privacy* turned out to be less important than *activity sensitivity*. Lastly, a factor that was almost entirely elided in the initial framework was *data recipient*. While we acknowledged the importance of general relationships in assessing whether participants would be willing to share their data (for example, participants were more comfortable sharing data with researchers than marketers), the specificity of who would be allowed to see data was important; i.e., one daughter and not another. *Where* an element of technology is located in the home; *what* data are compiled; *how* to edit or correct the data; and *who* has access are core concerns for every older adult. However, rather than building on the abstract notion of data, our framework is now grounded in very specific activity constructs using well-defined data types. The final
construct in our original framework, data as property, was mostly foreign to our participants, even though that is the legal reality in which they live. One could argue usefulness is grounded in data as property. But while the concept is echoed in economic studies of utility of technologies versus willing to provide information, the elders themselves found it inapplicable. Participants often could not imagine why anyone would be interested in their data, so could not understand the implications of someone other than themselves owning data about them. As such, we are removing the notion of data as property from our framework.

We are still in the process of testing this redesigned framework empirically, but did derive at least one specific recommendation: greater transparency can be achieved through user empowerment to control the devices. We suggest that can be achieved through the implementation of three settings in the next generation of prototypes: turn on, turn off and pause. While the first two have long been common practice, the third is more of a broadly applicable innovation and potentially controversial

1) On: full functionality and data is transmitted
2) Off: the older adult can turn off the device and others are notified that it is off.
3) Pause: the device is off but the data recipient is not made aware the device is on.

One of the more critical elements of both was the ability to stop data collection without any announcement or visibility that it has stopped to anyone but the older adult. With more than one prototype, deceit in the form of technical inaccuracy was desired when questions of information sharing arose in our focus groups with older adults. They asked if there was a way to turn off the technology without the data recipient being aware that the technology was turned off. This can be problematic with technologies like the Presence Clock, where being off will be interpreted as inactivity. This could also be a safety hazard (one way around this problem was to have the device automatically turn itself back on). Yet with in-home technologies, the requirement for always-accurate data in the home creates a potential conflict with privacy. We are in the process of evaluating how such a “Pause Function” could work without abrogating safety and its use and reception by older adults and their loved ones.

6 Conclusions

The demographics of wealth, social isolation and changes in health and differences in cognitive function argue that older adults should be well-represented online and more generally, in the development of new information technologies. However, this demographic tend to be disproportionately underrepresented, not only in those applications consciously targeting the young (e.g., gaming) but also in the arenas of social networking and e-commerce. While the vast majority of technologies are designed for younger audiences, recently more attention has been given to technologies which can help older adults "age in place". These designs focus on monitoring and providing support for older adults while simultaneously providing caregivers the information needed to keep older loved ones safe. Relatively little attention has been given to the ethical issues surrounding these types of pervasive technology. Specifically, privacy is dismissed as a privilege of youth and health, as the alternative to privacy-invading technologies may be the loss of personal autonomy and agency.

The ETHOS project began with the proposition that the choice between digital and physical autonomy is a false choice. By definition, in-home technologies are introduced while the older adult is still living independently. In addition, the technology is presented in its entirety, with potentially privacy-influencing design choices embedded without the participant’s examination. As such, it is essential to acknowledge the range of ethical considerations inherent in this context and design technologies that are sensitive to the values of the older adults, including privacy.

In this paper, we describe our initial theoretical framework of privacy, the development of prototypes to test that framework, and the results of a series of focus groups to better understand older adults’ privacy concerns.
with home-based technologies. We conclude with changes in our framework and illustrate how this revised framework can be instantiated in home-based ubiquitous computing.

There is strong evidence to suggest that integrating information technologies into people’s daily lives can significantly enhance their quality of life. However, such integration requires that technologies be designed with human agency in mind. That theme is one of the key findings of our research with older adults, expressed by them as the belief that they wish to be on the active user side of the digital divide and not simply subjects of pervasive monitoring technologies. This desire to be an active user and not a passive subject of home-based technology expresses a larger theme: that overcoming the digital divide among older adults requires deep consideration of the ways in which technology mediates, influences, and is shaped by human relationships.
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